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Geometric optics models

The ocean surface is described as a collection of flat surfaces with a bi-directional
slope distribution. Each facet reflects specularly the downwelling brightness
temperature, following the Fresnel laws.

Fresnel laws apply to each facet:

Requires:
Statistics of the slope distribution
Sea water dielectric properties
Foam properties
The downwelling radiation

Method applied to microwaves, as well as to infrared



Geometric optics models

Outline

Passive microwaves

Active microwaves

Infrared

The key input parameters:
• Sea surface description
• Dielectric properties
• Foam 
• Downwelling radiation



PASSIVE MICROWAVES



Cox and Munk slope distribution (1954): almost gaussian, with small correction for skewness and peakness
The mean-square slopes depend linearly on the local wind speed. 

35 GHz H, 7m/s, 
upwind & crosswind

19 GHz H, 4-8-14m/s,
upwind



Measurements from a platform and comparison with Stogryn’s model. 
Better fit when coefficients of 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 are affected to the Cox and Munk slopes, for respectively 1.4, 
8.36, and 19.34 GHz. 

1.4 GHz 8.36 GHz 19.34 GHz

Model at 15m/s

Model at 0 m/s

+ Measurements at 13.5m/s

Measurements at 0.5m/s





Small scale roughness superimposed on the large scale ones improves the fit to the observations, especially 
for low frequencies. 

Geometric optics
Two-scale
Flat specular
x Measurements 13.5m/s 
0 Measurements 0.5m/s

1.4 GHz
19.3 GHz



A model to analyze the SMMR satellite observations.

Includes foam contribution
A good fit is obtained when modifying the Cox and Munk 
variances.   

Major limitations have been identified:
- no wind speed dependence in the model between 0 and 

7m/s at nadir, especially problematic for the low 
frequencies. 

- The treatement of foam without any polarization and 
viewing angle dependence. 

However, for conical scanners (with incidence angles around 
50°), and for frequencies above 30 GHz, should be suitable.    



157GHz

89GHz

Developments for high frequencies
e.g., Prigent and Abba, 1990

Phalippou, QJRMS, 1996
Guillou et al., JGR, 1996

- Suitable for frequencies above 37 GHz. Below, usable using only a fraction of the Cox and Munk slope 
variances. 
- Takes into account shadowing effects and multiple reflections
- Can handle the wind direction

Guillou et al., JGR, 1996

15m/s, 290K, 
US standard atmosphere

Comparison geometric optics and two scale model at 
89GHz. Difference between observations with the airborne MARS 

instrument and geometric optics simulations, with different 
hypotheses (slope ditribution, dielectric properties, foam) 



Phalippou, QJRMS, 1996

Developments for high frequencies
e.g., Prigent and Abba, 1990

Phalippou, QJRMS, 1996
Guillou et al., JGR, 1996

- Suitable for frequencies above 37 GHz. Below, usable using only a fraction of the Cox and Munk slope 
variances. 
- Takes into account shadowing effects and multiple reflections
- Can handle the wind direction



Developments for high frequencies
TESSEM2, Prigent et al., QJRMS, 2017 

A fast model, especially designed  for frequencies above 90 GHz and up to 700 GHz
It mimics FASTEM up to 200 GHz (see Steve English presentation) and up to 55 °, and a geometric optics 
model elsewhere. 

Only a practical tool, before something better is available!



ACTIVE MICROWAVES



Geometric Optics

Valid only for the low incidence angles, roughly < 20°. Two-scale model necessary
(see Ad Stoffelen presentation this afternoon)

Mouche, PhD, 2005

Nunziata et al., IEEE, 2009



INFRARED



Sea surface emissivity in the infrared

• For the analysis of surface-sensitive atmospheric sounders
• For accurate estimates of Sea Surface Temperature (SST)

SST requirements within 0.2K. This implies an accuracy of better than 0.5% in 
emissivity. 



Emissivity decreases slowly with increasing
incidence angle

Little effect of the wind speed below 30°
incidence angle, but large effect above 70°.

Little difference between pure water and sea
water



Verification with observations

Applied optics, 1997

12.5µm

73.3°

56.5°

36.5°

8.3µm



KEY INPUT PARAMETERS
(regardless of frequency… and model types)



The sea surface description
A key issue… not only for the geometric optics models… Next talk by Simon Yueh

The large scale roughness governed by the gravity forces (gravity waves)
The small scale roughness (capillary waves) governed by the surface tension
The cut-off wavenumber? 

- Local wind speeds for fully developed seas. Fetch, duration, swell…??
- Rain effect on the surface?

Guillou et al., JGR, 1996 Liu et al., IEEE, 2011



The sea water dielectric properties in the infrared

Discussion led by Thomas Meissner tomorrow

Lack of measurements from the microwaves to the infrared

In the infrared
Wu and Smith, AO, 1997
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In the microwave
Guillou et al., RS, 1998

= Ellison et al.



The sea water dielectric properties in the infrared

Discussion led by Thomas Meissner tomorrow

Particularly critical in the microwave at 1.4 GHz (L band), where high accuracy is required for 
salinity retrieval (better than 0.1K accuracy required). 

GW = George Washington University
KS  = Klein and Swift
MW = Meissner and Wentz 

Zhou et al., IEEE, 2017



The foam in the microwave (coverage and emissivity)

(in the infrared, sea emissivity high and foam emissivity as well, so little impact)

See presentation by Maggie Anguelova

Kilic et al., JGR, 2019



The downelling radiation

Atmospheric and extra-terrestrial contributions

• Calculation of the atmospheric donwelling radiation with a radiative transfer model. 

• Other contributions to account for (Galaxy, Sun..) ? 
Very critical at low frequencies (L-band) 

• Including all directions or only the specular one? 



TBSFC (SSS, SST, WS)

TBreflect(Galaxy, Sun, Moon, Atmos)

R(ffaraday)

TBAtmos(p,q,T)

From Brown et al., 2018

TBAtmos(p,q,T)



The downelling radiation:

The extraterrestrial sources

Ho et al., INP, 2008
Quiet Sun

Moon

Cosmic background

Galaxy

1.4 GHz

6 GHz



CONCLUSION

Geometric optics models

• Suitable for passive microwave observations, above ~30GHz

• Not suitable for active microwave above ~15° incidence angles

• Suitable for infrared

• Requires a careful selection of the input parameters
(sea surface description, dielectric properties, foam parameters, 
downwelling radiation)


